
 

Reception Autumn 2 (2021) 

(Reception Emerging +) 

Why did it happen? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prime Area: Personal, Social and Emotional 
Development (PSED) 

 We will be discussing what makes a good 
friend and following our classroom rules 
having kind hands and feet. 

 We will be singing and performing for the 
Nativity play, gaining self-confidence to 
perform in front of the grown -ups. 

 

 
Specific Area: Expressive Arts and Design (EAD) 

 Building a bridge for the Three Billy 
Goats Gruff.  

 The children will sing songs and 
perform actions in our nativity play. 

 Exploring colours and different 
materials.  

 Making firework pictures using paints 
and glitter for bonfire night. 

 Christmas Art-getting creative and 
making lots of Christmassy items 

 Christmas cards 
 Clay Diva Lamps  

 

 

Specific Area: Understanding the World (UTW) 

 Learning about why we celebrate bonfire 
night and finding out about Guy Fawkes. 

 Exploring different cultures and festivals 
for Christmas comparing it with Diwali. 

 Creating firework pictures on the computer 
 Learning about healthy eating. 
 Build a strong bridge for the goats and test 

it out- what changes could we make? 
 Learning about the job of a Postman 

 

Prime Area: Communication and Language (CL) 

 We will carry out a shared reading of all the 
stories discussing and comparing them. The 
children will be encouraged to talk about the 
characters and story. 

 Retelling and acting out the story of The Three 
Billy Goats Gruff and the Nativity Story.  

 Sharing each week on the chatterbox tool the 
weekend news. 

 Role play area- fairy tales. 

Specific Area: Mathematics (M) 

 The children will be practising numbers 
to 5 ensuring they have a deep 
understanding of the numbers, addition 
and subtraction facts, number bonds, 
odd/even, number patterns and problem 
solving. 

 We will also be working on one to one 
correspondence counting objects 
carefully. 

 We will also be singing lots of number 
songs such as 5 little monkeys!  

 The children will also be finding one 
more and one less than a number. 

 We will also be counting two groups of 
objects to find the total. 

 Naming and describing 2D shapes. 

 

Prime Area: Physical Development (PD) 

 Cutting and sticking to practise 
scissor control. 

 Letter formation practise using large 
chalks, paintbrush, malleable 
materials etc. 

 Playdough and other creative 
exploration.  

 Role play area- fairy tales. 
 PE– Gross Motor Development  

Phonics  

 Daily Phonics Sessions – Introducing 
Sounds.  

 Focusing on Segmenting and Blending skills.  
 Writing words independently  
 Recognising/ writing Tricky words 

 

Specific Area: Literacy  

 We will explore stories and texts: Guy 
Fawkes, The three Billy Goats Gruff, 
The Jolly Christmas Postman and the 
Nativity Story.  

 Shared write of all the stories- Talk 
for Writing where the children will 
retell the story with actions and create 
story maps to help with the retell.  

 Creating Christmas & Diwali cards. 
 Lots of fine motor activities to help 

support handwriting. 

 


